
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH PAPER OUTLINE

Cultural anthropologists pursue many different research interests, ranging from how . Your outline should reflect the
three main parts of the paper: introduction, .

The IBSS also includes bibliographies in political science, economics, and sociology. Survey of tribes of
South America, with emphasis on the European contact period. Handbook of Middle American Indians.
Geographical Abstracts: Human Geography. Therefore any book which seems to contain startling or
controversial information or interpretation is worth checking out in the Book Review Digest. His reference list
is given right below the entry for his article. Encyclopedia of Evolution: Humanity's Search for its Origins.
The key terms guide you on the type of answer that is required. International Encyclopedia of Psychiatry,
Psychology, Psychoanalysis, and Neurology, Volume 12 is the index volume. Remember, this catalog is the
best place to locate many older works; it is an excellent retrospective bibliography. Return to contents No two
bibliographies or indexes are exactly alike. Contains photographs, drawings and charts. Do not let their
convincing marketing language persuade you that they can save you from your dire academic situation.
Current year. The name of the journal in which the article appears is American Behavioral Scientist. The fossil
caused a rethinking of human evolution due to several of its features. Based on your examination of the claims
and the supporting data being used, construct an argument for why you think bipedal locomotion emerged
where and when it did. Arranged by region and country, following a general section. Extensive list of
bibliographies arranged geographically with a final section of topical bibliographies. A fact or observation
becomes evidence when it is clearly connected to an argument in order to support that argument. Make a smart
choice. Before, you could only trace sources cited in an article you had your hands on, which meant you could
only find works published before the date of publication of the article you have. Accessed 12 June  Contains
more than entries on the development of anthropology as a science and profession. What did they say?
Introduction to Library Research in Anthropology. Academic life may not be treating you the same way
because you have to understand those cultural anthropology research topics. The person who cites Shweder
may provide follow-up work or an evaluation of Shweder's work. Think about what class or topic you recently
encountered that you felt needed more information. For this reason, it needs to be brief and relevant to the
topic. Fossil evidence might include things like carbon dated bone remains; material evidence might include
things like stone tools or pottery shards. Anthropological Fieldwork: An Annotated Bibliography.


